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Spontaneous breaking of CPT is possible in string theory. We show that it can arise at a level
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w-charm factories, we discuss the likely experimental string signatures and provide estimates of the
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I. INTRODUCTION

To be generally accepted, any new theory purport-
ing to describe successfully a physical system must ul-
timately satisfy two criteria. First, it must be viable,
in the sense that it must provide a physically accurate
model for observables while maintaining internal consis-
tency. Second, it must be falsifiable; i.e. , it must predict
new effects that can be tested experimentally.

String theory provides an ambitious framework within
which to seek a consistent quantum theory of gravity in-
corporating all fundamental interactions. The issue of
the viability of string theories has been the subject of
much research and appears promising. However, progress
on the issue of falsifiability has been slower, since it en-
tails addressing the dificult problem of identifying a po-
tentially observable effect in string theory that cannot
occur in a particle theory.

Although such stringy effects are likely to exist be-
cause strings are qualitatively different from particles,
the search for an experimentally testable stringy effect
meets several obstacles. One problem arises from the
absence of a satisfactory and completely realistic string
theory. This can be partially avoided by examining fea-
tures typical of string theories and by looking for ways
that stringy efFects could appear in present experiments,
without requiring that they must occur. However, even
this weakened notion of falsifiability faces difficulties be-
cause any stringy effects are likely to be highly suppressed
at present energies. The Planck scale Mp~ is the natu-
ral string scale, while present experiments allow access
only to energies of order of the electroweak scale m,
Stringy effects are therefore likely to be suppressed by
some power of the ratio m, /Mp~ 10,making them
difFicult to observe. For most purposes, at present en-
ergies the string appears pointlike and so presumably is
well described in terms of a four-dimensional renormal-
izable gauge theory.

One method of minimizing the impact of the suppres-
sion is to seek string properties that violate an exact

symmetry of particle theory, preferably one that can be
measured to a high degree of precision. One candidate
symmetry of this type is the discrete symmetry CPT.
Although CPT is known to be a symmetry of local rela-
tivistic point-particle field theory under a few apparently
mild assumptions [1—7], the extended nature of strings
means that CPT invariance is not apparent a priori in
the string context. In addition, CPT is indeed accessible
to high-precision tests. Presently, the best experimental
bound on CPT violation is obtained from observations
of the KK system [8,9], where one figure of merit is
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Together, these features of CPT suggest it could provide
a signature for string theory.

A mechanism by which certain string theories could
spontaneously break CPT invariance is known [10—12]. A
summary of the mechanism is presented in Sec. II. The
main goal of this paper is to address the issue of how
stringy CPT breaking might manifest itself at present
energies and how best to attempt to observe it exper-
imentally. In Sec. III, we consider possible efFects of
the CPT breaking in a generic neutral meson-antimeson
system, denoted PP. The possibility of using various
meson factories to measure CPT-violation parameters is
discussed in Sec. IV. We provide some estimates on the
limits that could be attained in machines currently being
built or considered, including P, B, and 7-charm facto-
ries. Section IVA presents features generic to any PP
system, while Secs. IVB through IVD discuss aspects
specific to the various mesons. We summarize in Sec.
V. Some details of our error analysis are relegated to an
Appendix.

Throughout, we use the symbol P to denote any of the
relevant neutral mesons. Our notation is based on that of
the classic work on the KK system by Lee and Wu, Ref.
[13]. We have, however, adopted slightly difFerent phase
conventions for the CP properties of the states ~P); see
Sec. III.
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II. BACKGROUND: CPT AND STRINGS

The possibility that certain string theories could spon-
taneously break CPT invariance, at a level that might be
observable in the KK system, was suggested in Ref. [10]
on the basis of an investigation of CPT in string field the-
ory. To make this paper more self-contained, this section
summarizes some of the earlier analysis; the reader desir-
ing to skip the preliminaries can proceed directly to Sec.
III. In what follows, we work at the level of field theory
so that off-shell properties are correctly incorporated.

The issue of the CPT properties of any given particle
or string theory can be addressed via several approaches,
at least in principle. A highly sophisticated approach
for particle Geld theories is provided by the axiomatic
method. At present, however, this method is unavailable
for strings because appropriate axioms have not yet been
formulated. Another general approach is the construc-
tive model, in which particle field theories are viewed as
built from products of anticommuting irreducible spinors,
with overall CPT properties inferred from those of the
underlying spinors. This method, too, is not presently
practical for strings. Both these approaches remain open
areas for future investigation.

An approach that can be applied to individual particle
and string theories exists [14]. The method begins by es-
tablishing suitable C, P, and T transformations for the
free quantum theory and proceeds by applying these to
the interacting Gelds by expanding them in a Dyson se-
ries, thereby establishing the CPT 'properties of the full
theory. Application of this method to string theory re-
quires some care; for example, string interactions modify
canonical quantization so the compatibility of the initial
free-field C, P, and T transformations must be verified.

In Ref. [10], this method was applied to the field the-
ories for the open bosonic string [15] and the open su-
perstring [16,17]. Some standard assumptions were used
including, for example, the connection between spin and
statistics. It was shown that the bosonic-string action is
C, P, T, and CPT invariant, and that previously pro-
posed superstring actions violate C, P, and T but pre-
serve CPT. Whereas the superstring P and T violation
results from the appearance of massless chiral fermions
in ten dimensions, the C violation was unexpected. How-
ever, Ref. [10] presents a modified superstring action
maintaining both C and CPT. The analyses suggest
that, despite the extended nature of the string and the
corresponding infinite number of particle fields, string
and particle theories are sufficiently alike that CPT is
preserved at the level of the action.

In addition to the CPT properties of the action, the
CPT behavior of the ground state must also be con-
sidered. Noninvariance of the vacuum then corresponds
to spontaneous CPT violation. While this is unnatu-
ral in conventional particle models, the situation is less
obvious in string theory, which has an off-shell descrip-
tion naturally lying in higher dimensions. If strings are
to describe the real world, the corresponding higher-
dimensional Lorentz invariance must be broken, to at
least an approximate four-dimensional one. Moreover,
the mechanism for breaking Lorentz invariance should be

m+ —mg m)

mg Mp)
(2)

which includes a range just below the present bound, Eq.
(1).

We remark here that the ratio m~/Mpi might be ex-
pected to arise in the context of any gravitational mech-
anism that violates CPT. Even in canonical general rel-
ativity the precepts of the usual CPT theorem may not
hold [21—23] so CPT violation at observable levels might
occur [24,25]. However, the stringy spontaneous CPT vi-
olation we discuss here arises from a specific mechanism
and has a particular characteristic signature (see below).
A recent discussion of spontaneous CPT violation for
strings in the gravitational context is given in Ref. [26].

III. STRINGY CPT VIOLATION IN A PP
SYSTEM

To make contact with experiment, we must first con-
nect the potential spontaneous CPT violation in a string
theory to terms in a four-dimensional low-energy effective
action and then determine the effect on measurable quan-
tities [19,20]. In the absence of a specific, satisfactory,
and completely realistic string field theory, it is neces-
sary instead to work within a generic theoretical frame-
work. In this spirit, the present section considers a class
of possible terms and investigates their implications.

implicit in the action for the higher-dimensional string.
A natural mechanism of this type does exist in string

field theory [18]. The mechanism also breaks the higher-
dimensional CPT invariance. It then becomes an open
question as to whether four-dimensional CPT is pre-
served. Consider, for example, the interaction La-
grangian of the Geld theory for the open bosonic string.
This contains a term Zi ——&PA„A", which controls the
coupling between the tachyon P and the massless vector
A~. However, the tachyon vacuum expectation value (P)
is driven away from the origin since the efFective potential
has a local maximum there. For the appropriate sign of
(P) a similar instability is generated in the effective po-
tential for A„, and any resulting (A„) g 0 spontaneously
breaks the 26-dimensional Lorentz symmetry. Since A„
changes sign under CPT, CPT-violating terms appear in
the action. The mechanism is stringy in the sense that
particle gauge invariance excludes terms of the form Zi in
a standard four-dimensional gauge Geld theory, whereas
they are compatible with string gauge invariance. More-
over, the mechanism can involve other Lorentz scalars S
and tensors T because string field theories typically have
cubic interactions of the general form ST ~ T.

Since no zeroth-order CPT violation appears in labo-
ratory experiments, any observable effects must be sup-
pressed, perhaps because higher-level Gelds of Planck-
scale mass are involved. The ratio m~/Mp~ & 10 ' of
the low-energy scale m~ to the Planck scale Mpi pro-
vides the natural dimensionless quantity governing the
suppression. Observable effects could arise in a variety
of PP systems, as we discuss below. For instance, in the
KK system one might expect [10,19,20]
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We assume that the four-dimensional effective theory
arises from a string theory compactified at the Planck
scale, leading among other terms to four-dimensional
effective interactions of the schematic form

„T vPI'(iB) "g + H.c.
Mp")

AK(p) = „(T) I'p" .
Mp~)

(4)

To incorporate a measure of the possible suppression,
we write the expectation (T) as

(T) =ti
i

Mpi.
(Mp))

Here, t is a numerical factor incorporating the Lorentz
structure of T. It is tempting theoretically to assume
numerical values of order 1 for the nonzero components
of the product At, for all P. However, this assumption
presumably would hold at best only at the scale at which
Eq. (3) becomes applicable, below which running would
occur. Moreover, it would appear that any assumption
of this type should be treated with caution in view of the
observed differences in the scales of the Yukawa couplings
in the standard model. These are also trilinear boson-
fermion-fermion couplings, which range from about 10
for the up quark to about 10 for the bottom quark.

The ratio (mi/Mpi) in Eq. (5) allows for possible
suppression by a power of the low-energy scale to the
Planck scale. By assumption, I, & 0. Since we are in-

String theories partially compacti6ed at larger length scales
can produce other string signatures; see Refs. [27,28] and ref-
erences therein.

For notational simplicity, the Lorentz indices in this
equation are suppressed. The field T is a four-
dimensional Lorentz tensor, while @ and y are four-
dimensional fermions, possibly identical. The symbol I'
is used to denote a gamma-matrix structure, while (iO)"
represents a kth-order derivative coupling with the four-
dimensional derivative 0~. By definition, A: & 0. Each
term in the interaction Lagrangian of the string field the-
ory is a Lorentz scalar, so T I'(iB)" represents a spinor
matrix with derivative entries. The coupling A is dimen-
sionless. The inverse of the kth power of the Planck scale
arises from derivative couplings in the string field theory
and the compactification process and ensures the correct
overall dimensionality.

Following the mechanism described in Sec. II, we sup-
pose that the tensor T acquires an expectation value (T).
The interaction terms in Eq. (3) then generate terms in
the Lagrangian quadratic in the fermion fields and hence
produce a tree-level contribution b,K(p) to the fermion
inverse propagator K(p). Suppressing the Lorentz in-
dices on the momentum factors, DK(p) is given by

terested in the situation where T has nontrivial Lorentz
structure and incorporates CPT breaking, it appears on
experimental grounds that a realistic model must have
(T) « mi, i.e. , l ) 2. A theoretical arguinent deducing
that this must occur would require the solution to a hi-
erarchy problem that evidently lies outside the scope of
the present work. Its resolution may be related to that
of the usual hierarchy problem since the same scales ap-
pear. Indeed, we are using the experimental fact of its
existence to motivate the introduction of the small scale
mi in Eq. (5). In any case, an understanding of the
mechanism responsible for the appearance of disparate
scales in nature presumably awaits the formulation and
study of a satisfactory, realistic string (field) theory.

For a fermion of mass mf, the order of magnitude of
the change in the fermion inverse propagator relative to
its size is therefore

AK ( p l ( g&''( il
K (Mp() (Mpi) (mf )

For purposes of comparison with experiment, we assume
the fermions to be observable so that mf m~ and

p &( Mp~. Since no zeroth-order CPT violation has
been detected in laboratory experiments, it follows that
If..+ t ) 1. Any associated Lorentz breaking is then small
and has no effects other than the CPT-related ones dis-
cussed below. With the above assumptions, the ques-
tion of the experimental detection of lowest-order stringy
spontaneous CPT violation reduces to determining the
observable consequences of terms with A: = 0 and l = 2.

It can be seen from Eq. (5) that terms of this type
produce effects suppressed by about 17 orders of magni-
tude, so their direct experimental detection is diKcult.
Instead, we consider interferometric experiments, which
are the ones of choice for high-precision purposes. In this
paper, we concentrate on the interferometric experiments
that can be developed for the PP systems, where we use
P generically to denote one of the neutral mesons. The
fermions g and y of Eq. (3) can be taken as one or more
component quark fields of the meson P. Since we are in-
terested in the dominant contributions from the effective
interactions in Eq. (3), where needed in what follows we

work in lowest-order perturbation theory. For example,
this implies the replacement of AK(p) with its ampli-
tude in the quark wave functions. It also means that
terms involving both Aavor changes and CPT violation
can be neglected.

To make further progress, we must consider effects on
the PP system of the changes LK in the matrices of the
quark inverse propagators. In principle, there are many
different linearly independent ways for CPT to be vio-
lated by each term of the form (3), one for each possible
CPT-violating expectation of the tensor T. However,
the PP system acts as an energy (mass) interferometer
(as can be seen &om the efFective-Hamiltonian formal-
ism below), so the only experimentally detectable efFect
involves an energy shift. For example, an interaction of
the form AqTg&„qp p+p q together with an expectation
value (Tppp) = tppp(m[/Mpi) Mp~ provides a direct en-
ergy shift E + E+ A~miztppp/Mpi in the q-quark inverse
propagator Ep —p p +. .. Indirect energy shifts are
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also possible. For example, any term leading to a three-
momentum shift also changes the energy through the dis-
persion relation. The combination of such shifts may lead
to (partial) directional dependence of the energy effects.
For simplicity, we disregard any directional effects in the
present work, and we focus on the experimental detection
of the possible energy shifts.

The energy shifts in the quark propagators induce cor-
responding shifts in the mass and decay matrices for the
PP system. Before proceeding further, we first introduce
the notation and conventions we use for these matrices,
allowing for CPT violation. Define the eigenstates IP )
and IPO) of the T and -CPT-invariant part of the full
efI'ective four-dimensional action by

CPIP ) = IP'), CPIP') = IP ) .

iAs ——D+ iE,

IPs) = (1+ep+ ~p) IP') + (1 —ep —~p) IP')
+2(1+I. +apl )

i%I, ——D —iE,
IPL) = (1+ep —bp)IP ) —(1 —op+ 8p)IP )

V'2(1+
I
ep —~p I')

Here, the parameter

—iE2

is a measure of T violation and

(12)

In the IP )-IPo) space, the time evolution of a linear
superposition of IP ) and IPe) is governed by 2 x 2 ef-
fective Hamiltonian A, which can be written in terms of
two Hermitian operators M and I' called the mass and
decay matrices, respectively [13]:

is a measure of CPT violation. We have explicitly in-
cluded the subscript P on the parameters e~ and b~ to
avoid confusion in what follows. Also, it follows that, for
each P,

i P
I

ii i2-) E = —-Am —-imp1 1.
2 4

= —
2 ia exp( —i&/), (15)

The matrix elements can be determined in a degener-
ate perturbation series using the T- and CPT-violating
terms in the full action as the perturbation. If CPT in-
variance holds, A11 ——A22. In what follows, it is useful
to introduce the parametrization

D + iEs iEi + E2 &,iA = -I'+iM =—
I( iEi —E2 D —iEs )

and, for convenience, the quantity

E —Ei+E2+E3 .

In the above expressions, a subscript P distinguishing
analogous quantities in distinct PP systems is under-
stood but omitted for notational simplicity.

The physical particles Pp and Pl. are represented by
the two eigenvectors IPs) and IPI, ) of the matrix A. The
corresponding eigenvalues Ag and AL, are combinations
of the masses and lifetimes of the physical particles:

As ——ms —2ips, AL,
——ml. —2ipl, .

Note that a subscript P on each of these quantities is
again understood.

In terms of the parametrization of Eq. (9), we find

with

Am —mI mQ)

26ma = (Am + -b,p ) ~ P = arctan

For the purposes of Sec. IV, it is also convenient to define

m=ms+ml. , "f =p$+QL,

24mb=(b, m+4' ) ~, P=arctan
y

The parameters of interest for CPT studies are the b~,
introduced in Eq. (14) above. Combining this equation
with Eqs. (4) and (5) and the discussion in the para-
graphs following Eq. (6) permits the various bp to be
expressed in terms of quantities appearing in the efr'ective
low-energy action (3) and the experimentally accessible
parameters b,m, Ap, and P. We next proceed to show
this.

The subscripts are de6ned in analogy with the CP proper-
ties of the kaon system, where they refer to the particles with
"short" and "long" lifetimes. Note, however, that the particle
Pz is not necessarily the shorter-lived state in general.

Note that in general Am and Ap are not necessarily posi-
tive quantities, since the correspondence between CP eigen-
states an. d the relative masses and lifetimes of the physical
particles may not be the same as that in the neutral kaon sys-
tem from which the notation is abstracted. The sign changes
that ensue do not acct the results that follow.
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Since the CPT-violating term is so small, it is suK-
cient to work at lowest order in perturbation theory in
the CPT-violating coupling A of Eq. (3). As discussed
above, the only observable efFects arise as energy shifts in
the quark inverse propagators. At this level in perturba-
tion, terms of the form (3) then contribute only energy
insertions on quark lines in the P and P mesons. More-
over, the CPT violation means that quark and antiquark
insertions of given flavor have the same magnitude but
opposite sign. For instance, in the example considered
above with interaction term AqTp& qp p~p q and expec-
tation value (Tppp) = tppp(m~/Mp]) Mp~, any q-quark
line in the meson would receive a perturbative correction
with Feynman weight A~mi tppp/Mp& while a q-antiquark
line acquires the same weight but with opposite sign.

The P and P mesons are comprised of valence quarks
lying in a sea of gluons, quarks, antiquarks, and other
particles present in the effective action for the low-energy
theory. Let us first disregard the presence of the sea; be-
low we show that this is a good approximation within
the level of accuracy needed for our purposes. Since
the P and P are antiparticles, each energy insertion
on a valence-quark —antiquark line in P (or P) has a
corresponding contribution of equal magnitude but op-
posite sign in P (or P). The contributions from the
valence-quark energy insertions evidently provide equal-
magnitude but opposite-sign contributions to the two di-
agonal elements of the effective Hamiltonian A, given at
lowest ord.er in the CPT-violating coupling A by the ex-
pectation of —CI in the P-meson wave function:

AAgg ———b, A22 —— (P l~llP —) .

Note that contributions to LAi2 and AA2q, present
in principle, are suppressed because they involve either
two CPT-violating flavor-changing insertions or higher-
order weak effects along with a first-order CPT-violating
favor-neutral insertion as above.

In general, the contribution hq, to LA q i from the jth
valence quark, j = 1, 2, is given in terms of the corre-
sponding Feynman weight arising from Eqs. (4) and (5):

qi q2 ip
Qb, m2 + Ap2/4

(2i)

This equation applies to any PP system for any CPT-
violating term of the form Zl in Eq. (3). We remind the
reader that subscripts P are understood on all parame-
ters on the right-hand side.

Establishing the experimental signature of stringy
CPT violation is at this point reduced to determining the
net contributions to b~ from difFerent interaction terms
(3) via Eq. (21). An important aspect of this process
in what follows is that the energy shifts in the effective
Hamiltonian are real. This is true because the dominant
efFects from the CPT-violating terms arise as simple ma-
trix elements of the interaction terms in Eq. (3), which
are real since the fundamental string theory is Hermitian.
Using Eq. (21), it follows that

quark-antiquark pairs, the two possible first-order CPT-
violating contributions cancel because they have opposite
sign. The only sea-quark contributions therefore arise
from flavor-changing interactions, which are suppressed.
Whether or not there are CPT-violating terms, the pres-
ence of the quark-gluon sea itself accounts, for exam-
ple, for the difFerence between the mass of a light meson
(kaon) and the sum of the current masses of its quarks.
For instance, in the example considered above with in-
teraction term A~Tp„„qp"p"p q and (Tppp) g 0, the ex-
pectation —(P ldllP ) reduces to the Feynman weight
multiplying the meson wave function expectation of the
q-quark number operator. Disregarding flavor-changing
effects, the latter is just 1. In any event, although the
factors rq, might be important for a detailed calculation,
they play no significant role for the order-of-magnitude
estimates below. In what follows, we therefore take these
factors to be 1 for simplicity.

We can now combine the above results. Setting E3 ——

LAqq and making for convenience the approximation
Ei = E, which is valid provided T and CPT violation
are small (i.e. , E2 and Es small compared with E), we
obtain the expression

m2
hq. ——rq. Aq. t

Mp)
Imhg = +cot/ Red~, (22)

where the factors rq, , discussed below, have been in-
cluded to compensate for the use of the valence-quark
approximation. It follows that the shifts in the diagonal
elements of the effective Hamiltonian are

LAig ———LA22 ——hq, —hq, .

Note that in writing this expression we have implicitly
assumed that for each quark flavor only one term of the
form in ZI appears, or at least that one such term dom-
inates. However, additional terms can readily be incor-
porated by summing over the difFerent hq. contributions.
Their presence would not affect the order-of-magnitude
estimates and other results presented below.

One possible contribution to the factors rq, arises be-
cause energy insertions could be made on sea quarks.
However, where the sea quarks occur as same-flavor

a result that we use in Sec. IV.
A range of plausible values of lb~i can be identified

from Eq. (21). The key issues are the sizes of the light
mass scale m~ and the factors rqAqt appearing in Eq.
(19). The natural value of m~ lies between the mass m~
of the P meson and the electroweak scale m ~ As dis-
cussed above, the values of At could be taken of order
1, or, perhaps more plausibly, of order of the Yukawa
coupling Gq for the corresponding quark.

To gain intuition, we have considered four scenarios,
each leading to a characteristic value of lb'~l as follows:

I m.2„
Scenario 0: At 1, m~ m, , lay l aMp~

'

Gqm2
Scenario 1: At Gv, , m~ m

aMpi
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km~
Scenario 2: At 1 mt mp~

aMp(
'

Gqm~p
Scenario 3: At G~, mt mp, ~hp~

aMp)
(23)

IV. STRINGY CPT VIOLATION IN MESON
FACTORIES

We have seen in the previous section that stringy CPT
violation can generate nonzero values of the parameters
b~. In the present section, we consider the detection of
such effects. There are two issues involved for each P:
the expected signature of b~, and the procedure for ob-
serving it. Relatively good bounds on b~ can be obtained
in appropriate meson factories, designed to generate high
fluxes of correlated Ps-PI. pairs. In Sec. IV A, we discuss
the general framework of P production in meson facto-
ries and present some formulas of use in later sections.
Section IVB, IVC, and IVD consider in turn the cases
of P = K, B, and D mesons, corresponding to P, B, and
v-charm factories, respectively. For each case, specifics
of the signature of stringy CPT violation are discussed

I

The parameter k appearing in two of the scenarios arises
from the combination of the two h~. factors in Eq. (21).
Assuming no fine tuning, k is presumably of order 1. The
factor Gq refers to the heavier of the two quarks in the P
meson, which dominates the term (h~, —h~, ) in Eq. (21).
Scenarios 0 and 3 are of lesser interest because scenario
0 is probably experimentally excluded already while sce-
nario 3 results in CPT violation too small to be detected
in the foreseeable future. The feature of interest is that
intermediate scenarios generate values of b~ compara-
ble to the range to be probed in the next generation of
experiments. The intuition gained from these four can-
didate cases suggests that spontaneous CPT violation
in a realistic string model might generate experimentally
measurable effects.

So far, we have discussed only the effect of string-
inspired spontaneous CPT violation in the P-P effec-
tive Hamiltonian. A priori, one might expect additional
CPT-violating effects to appear in ratios of decay ampli-
tudes along with those appearing directly in the P mass
matrix. However, in the string-inspired scenario this is
not the case because there is no direct effect of the energy
shifts on the matrix elements of the decays. Although
contributions do appear from the interaction terms of Eq.
(3) when g is q~ and y is q2 or vice versa, these effects
are unobservable. They can cause decays that are forbid-
den in the standard model, but with a suppression of at
least two powers of mt/Mp~. Alternatively, they can pro-
duce unobservable additional effects in electroweak-type
favor-changing processes. In principle, an indirect effect
could also appear via energy-dependent normalizations
of the eigenstates, but it too is unobservable because it
is suppressed by at least one power of the ratio m&/Mp&.

and an analytical estimate is provided relating the num-
ber of mesons produced and the precision with which b~
is measured. For these estimates, we have exploited the
elegant methods used by Dunietz, Hauser, and Rosner
[29] for their analysis of the K system in the context of
a P factory.

A. General framework

The general idea behind a meson factory designed to
study properties of a P meson is to generate large num-
bers of a quarkonium state lying just above the thresh-
old for P -P production. A state of this type strongly
decays with a relatively large branching ratio into corre-
lated P -P pairs. Since e+-e machines generate virtual
photons, it is relatively easy to produce quarkonia with
J = 1 . For example, for the case P—:K the ap-
propriate quarkonium is the P meson, while for P = Bd
it is T(4S), for P—:B, it is T(5S), and for P = D it is
g(3770).

Since C and P are conserved in strong interactions,
immediately after the strong decay of the quarkonium
the initial PP state ~i) has 1 = 1 . For simplicity
in what follows, we work in the rest frame of the decay
and we choose the z axis as the direction of the momenta
of the two P mesons. Denoting the mass eigenstates by
~ps(+z)) and ~p (Lkz)), hwere (+z) means the particle is
moving in the positive z direction and (—z) means it is
moving in the negative z direction, the normalized initial
state [i) is given by [30]

i) = iV[l+s(z)PI, (—z)) —Ipg(z)Ps( —z))], (24)

which follows from Eq. (11).
Eventually, the two P mesons decay. Let the meson

moving in the positive z direction decay into the final
state

~
fq) at time tq while the other decays into

~ f2) at
t2. We measure the times t, n = 1, 2, in the rest kame
of the quarkonium decay, so they are given by the proper
time of the P meson divided by the appropriate Lorentz

p factor. In what follows, it is convenient to define for
each o. the complex parameter

g =
(vy

)e'+- = a I,/a s, (26)

as the ratio of the amplitude a I, = (f~ ~TOPI, ) for the
transition between f and PI, to the amplitude a
(f ~T[pg) for the transition between f and Pg. Then,
the amplitude Aq2(tq, t2) for the decay is

where the normalization constant is 1V = ~2~1 —ep +
hp2~. The subsequent time evolution of the two P mesons
is governed by the effective Hamiltonian A of Sec. III:

[p (t))
—immit —pgt/2 [p )

(25)

Aq2(tq, t2) = Kazsa2s(rI2exp[ —t'(myths + ml, t2) —
2 (pstq + pl. t2)] —rhexp[ —i(ml, tq + mst2) ——(pl. tq + pst2)] j .

(27)
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The interference between the two amplitudes on the
right-hand side is what makes possible the extraction of
information about CPT (and T) violation. Note that
Aii(t, t) = 0.

In Sec. III, Eqs. (16) and (17), we defined Am, m, , Ap,
and p. It is useful to introduce in addition the quantities

(28)

into fi occurs before and after that into f2 .Writing
v = IEtl, a short calculation gives

I~&is&2sgi
I e

y

x [
~Aviv/2 +

I

I2 +d, Pv/2

—2lri2I cos(Amv + AP)],

and

& = &] + &2, +& = &2 —&] (29)

The decay rate Ri2(t, At) as a function of t and Et can
then be found:

a»(t, at) = INais&2sl e "'
x [I I2

—Agent/2 +
I

I2 Agent/2

—2lrjirjzl cos(Amdt + AP)] . (3o)

Experiments at meson factories will measure inte-
grated decay rates. Following Ref. [29], we consider first
the once-integrated rates for complete t acceptance:

1I„(+latl) =-
At

dt B„(t,+l~tl), (31)

where the time di6'erence Lt is kept constant. The defi-
nition keeps separate track of the cases where the decay

I

where we have defined rzi = r)2/r)i ——Ir2i I exp( —iAP).
Nonzero values of bJ (and e~) induce asymmetries be-
tween the two rates Ii2(+v), entering through contribu-
tions to the g

Typically, a detector has limited AC acceptance, ly-
ing in the range 7.i ( IAtl ( r2, say. Define the twice-
integrated rates I i2(ri, rz) by

T2

dv Ii2(kv) .

For most geometries w~ ——0. We assume this in what
follow, and write 72 ——w.

The asymmetries induced by nonzero values of h~ (and
e~) can be probed in terms of the rate asymmetry Ai2(r),
de6ned as

r+, (o, r) —r;, (0, )=
r+, (0, r) + r;, (0, r)

A calculation gives

(1 —Ir2il )[hs(r) —hL(r)] —~, Imr2i[Am —be ~ / sin(Amr + p)]Ai2(r) =
(1+ Ir2il )[hs(r) + hL(r)] —

&, Rer2i[p/2 —be ~ /2 cos(Zhmr + p)]
(35)

where hL(s)(r) = [1 —exp( —pL(s)&)]/ YL(s), and b and p
are defined in Eq. (17). In the subsequent sections, we
make particular use of the idealized asymmetry Ai2(oo),
defined as the limit of Aiz(r) as 7. -+ oo:

(1 —Irzil')(zs' —pL') —41m r2Aim/ b

(1+ lr2il')(vs '+
w ') —2 Rer21+/b'

Introducing the conventional variables

26m y=

(36)

we 6nd

2x(1 —y )Imr2i + y(1 + x )(1 —Ir2i I )Ai2(oo) =
2(1 —y )Rer2i —(1+x )(1+ Ir2i I )

(38)

B. The KK system

In this subsection, we consider the particular case
P = K, for which the existence of CP violation has been

known for three decades [31]. For this system, experi-
mental values of 7s = (8.922 + 0.020) x 10 ii s, rL
(5.17+0.04) x 10 s, and Am = (3.522+0.016) x 10
GeV are available [32], from which we calculate

Ap = (7.367 + 0.016) x 10 GeV,

Q = (43.71 6 0.14)

It follows that

(4o)

A high intensity of correlated Kp-KL, pairs can be pro-
duced in a (b factory [30,29]. Several are now in the
planning stages or under construction, including sym-
metric factories (in which the P are produced at rest) at
Frascati [33], Novosibirsk [34], and KEK [35], and asym-
metric ones (in which the P are produced with a boost)
at UCLA [36] and CEBAF (photoproduction) [37]. For
electron-positron colliders, typical peak luminosities be-
ing discussed are of order 10 —10 cm s . The rel-
evant cross section is of order 4 pb corresponding to a
peak rate of order loz —los P per second, and one running
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+(6 hd) +3 '/4

v 2Am
(41)

Together with Eq. (22), this shows that in the kaon sys-
tem stringy spontaneous CPT violation gives ~1mb~~—
~Red'-~. Plausible values of ~blc~ encompass a range in-
cluding ones within reach of the next generation of ex-
periments.

In the remainder of this subsection, we combine the
methods of Refs. [38,39,29] with the formulas of Sec. IV A
and some additional results to estimate analytically the

I

year's worth of data could produce up to about 10ii P.
For photoproduction oH' protons, the cross section is of
order 0.3 pb and the peak rate of tagged photons might
be as high as 10 or even 10 s, with corresponding P
production rates again of order 10 —10 per second.

For this system, the discussion of possible stringy spon-
taneous CPT violation in Sec. III specializes as follows.
Experimentally, Ap —2Am, and P 45'. Equation (21)
therefore becomes

pi~ = +1 —2hIc+ 0(err, h~) . (42)

Using pL, « p~, p, Am and taking Reb~ g Imh~ on the
grounds of the string-inspired scenario, it follows from
Eq. (35) that

level at which stringy spontaneous CPT violation could
be probed in a P factory. Since the branching ratios of
the kaons are dominated by the semileptonic and double-
pion decays, we focus on these cases. Our analytical
method provides a relatively quick means of estimating
the relevant limits. A Monte Carlo study of T- and CPT-
violation tests at a P factory is presented in Ref. [40]. A
discussion of the possibility of measuring T, CPT, and
AS = AQ violations in the kaon system has recently
been given in Ref. [41]. A useful collection of papers on
CP violation is given in Ref. [42].

Consider first the situation where the two final states
from the double-kaon decay are semileptonic: fi
|+ver, f2 —t v7r+. Assuming AS = AQ and sub-
stituting Eq. (12) into the definition (26) gives

—4Re4c[hs(&) —&1,(v')] + &21mha[Am —be ~ ~ sin(Amv+ P)]Xi+i- (7.) =
Il (1)r+ hs (7 ) + ~g [p/2 —be & & cos(Am7 + P)]

(43)

and so, using Eq. (36) or (38),

Xi+i-(oo) = 4Reh~ . (44)

(26) for the case of 2n and 7r+vr kaon decays are con-
ventionally denoted as happ and g+, respectively. Present
experimental values are [32]

500
Np(RehR ) (45)

In this calculation, the statistical accuracy is improved
by about a factor of 2 by allowing the two charged leptons
in the final states to be any combination of electrons and
muons. This is possible because the pi~ in Eq. (42) are
independent of l+ and because the decay-rate dependence
on l+ cancels in the asymmetry.

We next consider double-pion final states, which can
provide information on Imb~. The parameters g of Eq.

Note that in the semileptonic case the value of Imb~
cannot be determined from the limiting asymmetry with
7 -+ oo. Instead, one must fit directly to Eq. (43) for
finite ~ = O(p~ ).

Using the above information together with experi-
mental data on the branching ratios of the semilep-
tonic decays, we can obtain the number of P events
needed to detect a nonzero asymmetry at the +No level,
where o is a standard deviation. For an asymmetry
A = (K+ —1V )/(K+ + K ), the binomial distribu-
tion implies that the expected number of events (K+)
required to observe a nonzero (A) at the No level is
K (1+ (A))(l —(A) )/(2(A) ). In the present case, this
factor must be multiplied by the inverse branching ratio
for P decaying via two kaons into two final semileptonic
states, which is approximately 7800. Using Eq. (44), we
find that the number Ny of P events needed to reduce
the error in Reb~ to +1o is

~i7+
~

= (2.268 + 0.024) x 10
——(46.6 6 1.2)',

iqppi = (2.253 + 0.024) x 10

Qpp ——(46.6 + 2.0)' .

(46)

The standard theoretical calculation of these parameters
treats the ~AI~ =

2 and ~b, I~ =
2 transitions as dis-

tinct, and allows for isospin dependence in any T and
CPT violation in the decay amplitudes. A relatively
tight bound on ~1mb~~ can be derived [38,39] from these
values provided one neglects contributions to the effective
Hamiltonian coming from 37r decays and from violations
of the AS = AQ rule in semileptonic decays. Introducing
P, = (2P+ + it pp)/3, we find

~lmh~~ = ~g+ ~~
cosP sin(P, —P)~

= (8.3 + 2.9) x 10 (47)

A completely reliable bound taking into account the ef-
fects mentioned is less constrained [43] because then
39.5' & P, & 47.4', from which we find ~1mb~~
1.3 x 10 . In either case, the real part of b~ is not
as tightly bounded because in 27r decays it always ap-
pears in conjunction with CPT-violating pieces of the
decay amplitudes. The discussion in Sec. III implies
these are zero for stringy spontaneous CPT violation, in
which case we can apply the condition ~Reb~

~

—~lmh~ ~.

The error in ~1mb'
~

m Eq. (47) is dominated by that
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in P, . It can therefore be decreased by improving the
precision with which P+ and Ppp are measured. Their
difFerence AP can be determined from Eq. (32), for ex-
ample, by taking as the two final states sr+a and a m

and fitting for finite values of At. The precision in the
value for AP thus obtained can be estimated analytically
using Eq. (A9) from the Appendix, where the two func-
tions f(t), g(t) and the amplitude n are taken as

f (v) = e ~~" + e ~~" —2e ~"~ cos Amv cos AP,
g(v) = e ~" sin Amv, (48)

o. = 2

sining

.

Combining the result of this calculation with the appro-
priate inverse branching ratio for the double-2' decay of
the P, which is approximately 4800, we obtain the nuin-
ber N~ of P events needed to reduce the error in AP in
d.egrees to within +lo. as

9

N~(&&) = (49)

N~(& ) = (5o)

In this estimate, we summed over both electron and muon
contributions, obtaining a combined inverse branching
ratio of approximately 2700. Treating the error in lg+
and P as negligible, the result (50) implies that the num-
ber Ny of P events needed to reduce the error in 1mb'
to klo is

Np(Imb~) = 1100
g 2 (51)

C. The BB system

Determining P+ or Ppp separately is less straightfor-
ward. A relatively good approach is to look at final states
consisting of fi = 2vr with appropriately charged pions
and f2 = 7r+l+v, for which rI~+ ——+1 —2b~ +1. For
example, using Eq. (32) with At ) 0 permits P+ or
Ppp to be determined from the interference term, which
carries opposite sign for opposite lepton charges. We use
the method. described in the second part of the Appendix,
which provides a means to estimate analytically the er-
rors in asymmetries consisting of linear combinations of
known functions. Taking o. = 2lq

l

and A —P = Am,
we find from Eq. (86) that a measurement in degrees
of P, to an accuracy of +lo requires a number Ny of P
given by

preserved. If this assumption is relaxed, the experimental
value of x becomes a lower bound [44]:

O.71 + O. 14 . (52)

We use this bound in what follows.
At present, an experimental value of y is unavailable.

On theoretical grounds, perturbative calculations via the
box diagram are expected to provide an accurate esti-
mate of y for this system because the dominant interme-
diate states are the top and charm quarks and so short-
distance efFects should. dominate over dispersive ones.
For details of these calculations and a guide to the large
literature, the reader is referred to any of the standard
reviews on this subject; see, for example, Refs. [45—48].
The results of these calculations suggest

lvl - 1o-' « l*l.
A relatively large number of correlated Bp-Bp pairs can

be generated in a B factory, which provides an intense
source of T(4S). Discussions of some of the many pro-
posals now being considered can be found in Ref. [49].
In particular, Cornell and SLAC in the U.S. and KEK
in Japan are proceeding with asymmetric B factories.
Peak luminosities anticipated are in the range 10 —10
cm 2 s i. The cross section for T(4S) production in
electron-positron machines is of order 1.2 nb, so peak pro-
duction could lie in the range 1—10 Hz. A running year
therefore could provide about 10 —10 correlated Bg-Bg
pairs.

The discussion in Sec. III of potential stringy spon-
taneous CPT violation specializes for this system as fol-
lows. Equation (53) implies Am )) Ap, so P +sr/2
and Eq. (21) becomes

hgb~„= + ~m (54)

It follows from this or Eq. (22) that stringy spontaneous
CPT violation predicts lReb~~

l
)) limb~,

l

in the Bd,
system, with magnitude potentially accessible to experi-
ment.

We next discuss brieHy the issue of measuring b~„ex-
perimentally in a B factory. Consider the case in which
the T(4S) produces a double-sernileptonic final state,
fi ——1+v~, f2 ——I v~+. At present, it is not known
whether T and CPT violation are large, small, or zero
in this system. If the violation is large, the integrated
asymmetry (36) or (38) provides a relation between the
real and imaginary parts of the ratio r2q.

If, however, the violation is small, the ratio r2~ can be
related to h~ using an expression analogous to Eq. (42).
Then, Eqs. (36) and (38) reduce to

We next examine the P-P system with P taken as one
of the two neutral B mesons, Bg or B,. We primarily
focus on the case where P—:Bg. Towards the end of this
section we comment on the other choice.

The experimental data for the BgBd system are [32]
= (12.9+0.5) x 10 is s and lAml = (3.6+0.7) x 10

GeV, which implies lxl = 0.71+0.14. However, these val-
ues have been derived under the assumption that CPT is

—4 Rebuy, (pq —p~ ') + 8 Imb~, Am/b

(~i '+ ~s ') + ~/b'

z 1mb~„+ y(1 + z )Rebuy„-4 2+ x2

A(+ ( (oo)—

(55)

A measurement of this asymmetry therefore provides one
probe of b~„.
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For stringy spontaneous CPT violation Eq. (22) gives lx,
l

& 10,

y Re8~„+xImlgy„ (56)
ly. l

= 2 x 10-'
(61)

and Eq. (55) reduces to

4*(1+~' + 1)
A, +, (oo) Imb~„.2+ x2 (57)

Taking Ixl 0.71 gives

IA)+(- (oo)l = kllmbgg, l, (58)

where k —or k 3, depending on the choice of sign in
Eq. (57).

To improve statistical accuracy, we can again take ad-
vantage of the fact that several decay channels have equal
values of g~+ = +1—28~„. These include semileptonic de-
cays, summing to a branching ratio of about 10%, along
with any other channels in Bp decay forbidden to a good
approximation in Bg decay, paired with the correspond-
ing CP conjugates. In principle, this includes a total
branching ratio of at least about 20% and perhaps much
larger. Taking this into account and using Eq. (57) with
k 1, we find that the number N~(4s) of events needed
to reduce the error in Imb~„ to within +1o is no more
than about

5
Ng(4g)(1m'~, ) = —. (59)

It would also be desirable to distinguish experimentally
the case of stringy spontaneous CPT violation from a
generic scenario. If, for example, one allows for values
of Imb@„comparable to those of Reb~„, the asymmetry
(55) reduces instead to

4x
A(+)- (oo) = Im8~„- Im8g„.2+ x2 (60)

Since the completion of the present work, some progress
along these lines has been made; see Ref. [50].

Although we are unaware of any explicit theoretical
mechanism that could produce this result, it nonetheless
is not experimentally excluded. It would therefore ap-
pear desirable to have an alternative independent means
of measuring b~„. The resolution of this issue depends on
successfully disentangling different CP-violation effects
and therefore awaits a complete study of T and CPT
violation in the B system.

So far, our focus has been on the case P = Bg. In the
remainder of this subsection, we consider the alternative
choice P = B,.

The experimental data for the key parameters in the
B',-B', system are limited at present, so we content our-
selves with theoretical predictions. See, for example,
[46—48] and references therein. On the basis of current
knowledge of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskwa (CKM)
matrix and the B~ system, it is expected that

The inequality again reflects the uncertainty in x arising
from the possibility of CPT violation, as in Eq. (52)
above. The theoretical uncertainties in these numbers
are probably at least a factor of 2.

The system might be explored in a B factory focusing
on the production of T(5S). However, both the cross
section for production and the branching ratio for B,-B,
decay are smaller than in the Bp case, so a luminosity
of perhaps two orders of magnitude greater than that in
the planned B factories would be required to produce
comparable numbers of correlated B,-B, pairs.

Anticipated effects arising from possible stringy spon-
taneous CPT violation are analogous to the Bp system.
Thus, we obtain

h, t,
bg =by„= 6

d,m' (62)

and P = ~/2 again, so IRe~~.
l

&& Ilm~~.
l

in the B.
system too.

Some differences between the two systems arise be-
cause Ix,

l
& Izl. The implications of this for experi-

ments can be found using the methods discussed above.
For example, the string scenario implies that the double-
semileptonic asymmetry Eq. (55) reduces to

A~+~- (oo) +4x, lmh~ & +401mb~

D. The DD system

In this subsection, we consider the case P = D. At
present, there is no experimental evidence for mixing in
the D-D system. This issue could be examined to a rel-
atively high degree of precision in 7-charm factory such
as that originally envisaged in Spain [51]. With a design
luminosity peaking between 10 and 10 cm s, a
machine operating at the @(3700) could generate yearly
between 10 and 10 correlated D-D pairs.

Calculations of short-distance efFects via the box dia-
gram suggest only very small effects, giving Ixl = lyl
10 . Summaries of the situation and a guide to the rel-
evant literature can be found in [45,47]. In addition to
the short-distance effects, long-range or dispersive con-
tributions to x and y must be considered. These are
dominated by intermediate lower-mass states and are dif-
ficult to estimate with precision. In the kaon system, the
short- and long-range contributions are believed to be
comparable [52—54]. In the B systems the short-range
contributions dominate, as discussed above. In contrast,
the D system is believed to be dominated by dispersive

This theoretical result suggests that a measurement of
Imb~ is about three orders of magnitude more favorable
than in the Bd case; cf. Eq. (59). However, as men-
tioned above, the experiment may be two or more orders
of magnitude harder because of the sizes of the associated
production cross sections and branching ratios.
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effects [55,56]. These generate values of ~z~ and ~y~ larger
than the box contributions by several orders of magni-
tude. In what follows, we take for illustrative purposes
Am = Ap such that [55]

With this assumption, Eq. (21) of Sec. III becomes

(65)

with P 63 . The relationship corresponding to Eq.
(22) is 2~imbii~ —~Rebid~. Plausible values of ~SLi~ again
encompass a range within experimental reach.

Information about bD could be obtained from a mea-
surement of the double-semileptonic asymmetry uf Eq.
(36) or (38). Assuming T and CPT violation are small,
as usual, Eq. (55) holds except with h~ replaced by bD.
The largest asymmetry here appears when the signs are
such that a term linear in x survives, whereupon we find

Ai+i- (oo) = 4z 1mhz' +10 Im8a .

case P = K, in Eq. (59) for P = Bd, and in Eq. (67) for
P = D. The case P:—B, was also brieHy discussed. The
anticipated mesons containing the top quark, T„and T,
were not considered since it is likely the top-quark decay
proceeds too rapidly to permit hadronization. EfFects on
other physics, including, for example, the lepton sector,
may also exist and are under investigation. Note, how-
ever, that although the stringy mechanism might also
lead to violation of other discrete symmetries, any ef-
fects are likely to be masked by violations appearing from
known efFects in particle field theories.

One point that emerges from this work is that de-
tecting stringy efFects, while certainly difIicult, is not
necessarily impossible. Although the absence of a sat-
isfactory and realistic string theory precludes definitive
predictions for low-energy efFects, several possibilities do
exist. Among them is the stringy spontaneous CPT vio-
lation discussed here. We have seen that, if it does occur,
the violation appears in a particular sector and can have
magnitude accessible in the next generation of experi-
ments.

In this case, the asymmetry provides a measurement of
ImbD rather than the real part, as occurred in the kaon
system. This arises even though the mixing parameters
obey ~z~

—
~y~ in both cases because for K the mixing

parameters are of order 1 whereas for D they are much
less than 1.

Branching ratios for the D meson are better known
than for the B system. We can again use a combination
of semileptonic and other decay channels with g~~

——+1-
2bD, which here includes a total branching ratio of at
least 50%. Assuming Eq. (66), we obtain the number
KQ (377p) of events needed to reduce the error in Imb~ to
within +10 as approximately
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APPENDIX

200
Ng(s7po) (1mb~) (67)

In principle, further information about bo is encoded in
asymmetries involving non-semileptonic final states. We
do not pursue this issue in the present work.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we presented a generic theoretical frame-
work for possible stringy spontaneous CPT violation and
examined some experimental consequences. We con-
centrated on the detection of efFects using a sensitive
tool: the PP interferometers. We found that a range
of string-inspired values of the CPT-violating param-
eter b~ in these systems can be explored in suitable
meson factories. For the case P = K, the string sce-
na»o g~~~~ lRe~~l = llm~scl For P—:Bg or B.,
(Reb~[ )) (Im8~(, while for P—:D, a rough estimate
suggests [Reh~( 2(1mb~(. Estimates were given of the
number of events needed to reduce the error in the real
or imaginary part of b~ to within one standard devia-
tioii. These are presented in Eqs. (45) and (51) for the

Suppose we want to measure an asymmetry in a decay
curve, obtained as a function of the elapsed time t since
production in the inertial frame of the decay. Let there
be two possible decay products, denoted by + and —,
occurring with probabilities f+ (t) and f (t). For the
cases of interest in the text, we have

f~(t) = f(t) + ng(t),

where f and g are known functions and n is a constant
that is the focus of the experimental measurement. We
take the asymmetry A(t) to be defined by

&(t)—: (t) = -[f+(t) —f—(t)] . (A2)

Let the experiment involve values of t lying in the range
t C [a, b] First, we. divide the interval into bins. After N
measurements, the number of + events in bin n is

N~(n) = Cf~(t„), C = N
(A3)

):[f+(t-)+ f-(t-)]

where C is a normalization constant. We can use the
form of Eq. (Al) to find an expression for n in terms of
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a function h(t ) to be determined below:

) A(t„)h(t„)

) g(t„)h(t„)
(A4)

so that the quantities o.; are determined by

(A12)

The error in the measured value for the asymmetry
A(t ) = [N+(n) N—(n)]/2C is y N+(n) + N (n)/2C
gf(t )/2C Thu. s, using Eq. (A4) to obtain n, the re-
sulting error in a. is

- i/2

).h(t ) f(t )

= (2C) ) g(t„)h(t„)

Minimizing the error, we find that the 6, are proportional
to g; f . Then, Eq. (All) implies that the g, must
satisfy the orthogonality conditions

)- g'(t )g (t )
f(t-) (A13)

If the chosen functions g; do not satisfy these conditions,
the Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure can be
applied. We finally obtain the induced error in the pa-
rameters o.;:

) f (t„) ) h(t„)' f (t„)
(2N)

—1/2 n n

) g(t„)h(t„)

1/2
~., =(2N)-/

((f g2f 1dt) (A14)

or, taking the continuum limit,

(A5)
In the text, we are interested in applying this method

to a case with

1/2 [f f(t)dt]1/2[f h(t)2 f (t)dt]1/2
J' h, (t)g(t) dt

f (t)
—At

A(t) = ne " cos(Pt —y),

(A15)

(A16)

bh(t)

jh2f dt

jhgdt
=0. (A7)

This yields

At this point we can determine h(t) by requiring that the
resulting error in o. be minimal. Thus where A and P are known parameters while n and y are

to be measured experimentally. We are particularly in-
terested in the induced error in y. Here, the antisym-
metry is not in the form of a linear combination of ba-
sis functions. However, this can be remedied by setting
cos(Pt —y) = cosPt cosy+sin Pt sing and using Gramm-
Schmidt orthogonalization on the functions e cosPt
and e " sin Pt. We thereby find that the functions

h(t) oc g(t) f(t)

resulting in an error

p

q J g2f —ldty

(A8)

(A9)

g1(t) = e " cos pt,

g2(t) = e "
~

sin pt — cos pt
I2+m2 )

(A17)

(A18)

A(t„) =), , (t) . (A1O)

This result can be easily extended to a situation where
the asymmetry is a linear combination of known func-
tions:

where zu = A/P, satisfy the condition (A13). We can
then directly apply (A14) to obtain the errors in the co-
efficients o.1, ct2. For the error in y =arctan(o. 2/n1), we
obtain

) g, (t„)h;(t„)~ b.. . (All)

In this case, we introduce functions h, (t), chosen to sat-
isfy

(2N)
—1/2 —1(4 + 2)1/2

2- X/2
cos2y 1 (. vu cosy'

x + —
~

sing+
2+1U 2 q 2+1' j (A19)
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